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Greetings to all of this year’s KVRPC participants. We are off to
a very nice start for this year’s shooting season. Be sure to check
out our new website, www.kvrpc.org for up-to-date
information and match results. Also join our group on Facebook
at Kittitas Valley Rifle & Pistol Club to receive announcements,
match results, ammo availability alerts, and much more.
Thank you all for your participation in KVRPC shooting programs.

Target Rifle

Tuesday Evenings
We are fielding one to two relays
per week. So far the KVRPC’s very
own Ellensburg Rifle Team is doing
quite well in the Yakima Rifle
League, which is made up of teams
from Yakima, Wapato, Tieton,
Selah, Toppenish and Ellensburg.
Erich Mietenkorte is shooting into
the high master level now and has
been shooting the high score for the
entire league in indoor gallery rifle
competition. The Yakima Rifle
League still has twelve matches to
go for the year and the Ellensburg
Rifle Team has an excellent chance
to do very well.

!

Bullseye Pistol
Wednesday Evenings
We are fielding up to three relays per
night beginning at 6:00 PM. Last year
one of the four teams placed first in
the G class and the results so far this
year show an improvement in that
performance. We have a good number
of returning participants that are
already shooting above last year’s
scores. As the season progresses I am
sure they will place excellent scores in
the record. We have added an
additional shooting time to the
schedule for Bullseye shooting. We
are doing two additional relays starting
at 12:00 noon and at 12:45 PM on
Wednesdays. So far the additional
time has allowed an increase in
participation for those shooters that
have evening activities that prevented
them from coming out to the matches.
We will be continuing the additional
shooting opportunity for the entire
season.

Light Rifle

Thursday Evenings
This is our open shooting evening for
those shooters that just want to come
out by themselves or with the family
and shoot their .22 rifles in a warm
and safe environment. We provide the
facility and the targets but your
shooting program is up to you. We
will always have a Range Master on
hand to oversee the shooting line and
call for target changes but the shooting
is done your way. This is an ideal
opportunity to bring your responsible
children out to the range for some
shooting practice. The KVRPC has a
small assortment of light rifles that
participants can use for the evening if
you do not have a rifle of your own.

The KVRPC Directors want to remind all FULL MEMBERS of the KVRPC that the range
door code will change on January 1st. You must have a new RANGE OPERATION AND
SAFETY REVIEW sheet turned in to receive the new door code. Even if you did one last year
we need a new one this year from all FULL MEMBERS. One of the KVRPC Directors will be
at the range the morning of New Year’s Day from 9:00 to 11:00 AM to do RANGE
OPERATION AND SAFETY REVIEWS for FULL MEMBERS. If you can’t do the review at
that time then check with a Director the next time you come out to shoot.

!

